
Process Piping and Controls

 

Process Piping, also known as Hard
to be more common on 10 & 15bbl brewhouses,  and a necessity on larger systems.  By long term we 
mean that as the brewery grows and you start doing more and more brew days, perhaps some be 
double or triple brew days,   the labor time saved on a process piped system compared with making 
soft hose connections starts to become significant.   Your brewery will need to weigh
versus certain efficiencies gained.   Process Piped system do require more extensive training and 
familiarity with the system to reduce unintentional routing of wort or chemicals to the incorrect 
destination.  

Control Panels from Forgeworks come in a variety of options.  They range from a simple sub
operate a VFD for a Rake and Plow,  or brewhouse pumps,  or both.  Main panels may not only have 
your temperature readings, temperature controls, but may also have your pumps and rake an
controlers on them as well.   
 
Even soft hose connection brewhouses can benefit from some simple controls.  At Forgeworks,  
give you many scenarios to choose from
valves.  
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